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to imply a deliberate attempt to reverse historical decisions to
Germany's disadvantage. The loss of Alsace and Lorraine, of the
colonies., was inevitable. But to the profit of states which had not
existed in 1914 and which seemed to the German to have suffered
disinterment rather than resurrection, territory of peculiar signi-
ficance was cut from the living body of historical Germany.
The average German had no conception of the fact that such loss
actually was in the historical sense more inevitable—if the com-
parative be permitted—than the loss of Alsace. He regarded it as
mere spoliation in the interests of the hereditary enemy—and the
concession of plebiscites as adding insult to injury—as a definite
sin against the principle of self-determination. And yet there was
nothing more certain than that Flcnsborg and Danzig, Posen and
Mcmcl must go; behind all the selfishness and errors of Allied
policy there was that historic necessity which can only be resisted,
and never permanently resisted, by successful war.
On both points the German case was logically weak, but it was
sentimentally very strong and sentiment is always a more dangerous
foe than logic. In many respects the Allies had framed their
decision of the case in such a way as to put themselves in the
wrong. For one thing they had left the burden undetermined. In
the summer of 1919 the German knew neither how much territory
he was going to lose nor how much not merely he but his children's
children would have to pay. In these circumstances neither
economic nor political stability is possible and posterity is an ally
before it is born. In the second place the Allies represented the
terms not as the verdict of historic justice but as the punitive
judgment of an ecclesiastical court. The losses became really
intolerable when represented as the punishment for moral turpi-
tude. This is the significance of the notorious war-guilt clause in
the treaty. It was intended to exhibit Germany to the world as
a justly punished criminal. There was a reasoned case to be made
out for her criminality, the defect of placing it without such
reasoning in the treaty was that it made the most revolutionary
—in the historical sense of the word—document of modern times
apparently dependent not on law or even on force for its validity,
but on the moral value of an extorted confession of a guilt which

